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 Commentary 
 

Volatility Picks Up in Q3 

Investors experienced heightened volatility across equity and 

bond markets in Q3.  The quarter started off relatively strong 

as investors supported higher quality assets, but reversed 

course when interest rates spiked higher in September and 

equity and bond markets sold off.  

We continue to believe investors will support global risk assets 

over the coming months as the global economy and corporate 

profitability remains strong.  Investors may experience higher 

volatility in October due to short-term negative 

technical/seasonal factors and political uncertainty.  Areas 

that have materially underperformed may also experience 

some additional selling pressure due to year-end tax loss 

harvesting.  If investors can get through some of the 

uncertainty over the coming weeks, markets may reassert 

themselves and risk assets could rally through year end. 

Equity Markets 

U.S. large cap indices were relatively flat to higher for the full 

quarter, but the stability and outperformance of larger higher 

quality growth stocks kept broader indices afloat due to their 

large weighting in the indices.  September and October often 

experience above average market volatility and this 

September reflected that.  In September, the S&P 500 index 

was down 4.7% and the Nasdaq 100 Index was down 5.7%.1  

We had been concerned with some of the higher valuation, 

speculative growth stocks and these areas continue to 

struggle, while higher quality, moderately valued companies 

that we have preferred to have generally outperformed.   

Outside of the U.S., Chinese government regulatory 

crackdowns on a number of their industries and large public 

companies caused fear across Chinese equity markets.  Spikes 

in energy prices across China and Europe also weighed on 

Asian and European equity markets as investors questioned 

the near-term impact on the global economic recovery.   

Equity investors may be starting to look past the impact of 

COVID-19 and the Delta variant as cases decline but are 

increasingly looking at other fundamental drivers impacting 

economies and companies throughout the world.  We believe 

it is increasingly important to focus on active management and 

portfolio rebalancing in this environment as advantageous 

dislocations may become increasingly available. 

Bond Markets 

Bond markets were also volatile in Q3.  For the full quarter, 

U.S. government and corporate bonds were flat to slightly 

positive, but September saw interest rates quickly jump 

higher.  This resulted in interest rate-sensitive bonds to quickly 

decline in price.  The 30-yr Treasury bond was down over 3% 

in September.1 

Credit fundamentals continue to be solid with default rates 

anticipated to remain historically low. We continue to prefer 

shorter-dated, less interest-rate sensitive corporate bonds and 

prefer to be underweight long duration government bonds in 

the current environment.   

Commodity Markets 

Commodity performance varied across sectors in Q3.  

Investors in gold and precious metals were not pleased with 

performance as these assets declined, with gold prices down 

3% in September1, along with other risk assets.  Investors that 

utilized precious metals to attempt to hedge the effects of 

inflation and risk asset selloffs were not rewarded in this most 

recent market environment.  

Across the energy space, WTI Crude Oil was up roughly 4% in 

Q3, but was significantly eclipsed by natural gas, which was up 

over 58%.1  High energy demand and global supply chain issues 

have resulted in high energy prices.  This environment may 

continue and could cause a negative impact on the global 

economic recovery. 

Currency Markets 

The U.S. dollar was stronger in Q3 as investors anticipated 

higher inflation and higher interest rates, factors that often 

support a country’s currency.  Investors also used it as a safety 

currency in September as broader risk assets declined.  

Highlights 

• Volatility hits equity and bond markets in Q3. 

• COVID-19 risks may be subsiding, but other risks are building. 

• Inflation concerns around energy prices, supply chain issues 

and higher wages. 

• Political uncertainty remains heightened over the very near 

term. 

• Investors preparing for well-telegraphed Fed taper. 

• Defensively-positioned investors may set up for stronger 

markets through year end. 
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If a higher dollar persists, this could impact sentiment for 

foreign markets over the short-term.  We do not believe the 

U.S. dollar will rally significantly with any persistence, thus any 

negative impact on foreign investments may be muted. 

COVID-19 Delta Variant Fears Slows Recovery 

Earlier in the year, the COVID-19 Delta variant was spreading 

outside of the U.S., but was less of an issue in the U.S.  That 

quickly changed in Q3 as the more contagious Delta variant 

spread in southern states and is now making its way north.  As 

Delta fears increased, consumer confidence decreased2 and 

economic data showed some evidence of a decelerating 

economy.  As the U.S. continues to navigate the continued 

COVID-19 spread, it is anticipated that we may see a slower 

growth trajectory in U.S. GDP and corporate profits. 

More recently, we have started to see a downturn in new 

COVID-19 cases, which is a positive for the continuation of the 

U.S. economic recovery.  Although Q3 economic data may be 

a bit of a disappointment relative to earlier forecasts, if we can 

get through the recent spike in COVID-19 cases, consumer 

confidence may improve, and the global economy may 

experience a second wave of the economic reopening.  

  

Economy and Corporate Profits Remain Strong 

Economic and corporate earnings forecasts remain strong, 

even as the uncertainty with the COVID-19 Delta variant 

appears to have impacted economic activity.  According to 

FactSet4 analysts are forecasting S&P 500 companies to report 

year-over-year earnings growth of 27.6% in Q3.  This is up from 

forecasts of 23.6% earlier in the quarter.5  For Q4, analysts are 

forecasting earnings growth of 21.5% and revenue growth of 

11.4%.4  Looking to next year, analysts have lowered their full 

year 2022 projections a bit but are still strong, with forecasted 

earnings growth of 9.6% and revenue growth of 6.7% for S&P 

500 companies.4 

GDP forecasts have also been adjusted.  According to the Third 

Quarter 2021 Survey of Professional Forecasters6 from the 

Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, the survey showed a 

reduction in forecasted Q3 GDP growth from 7.5% to 6.8% 

since the Q2 survey.  It appears that economic forecasters 

believe that we may have experienced a temporary slowdown 

in growth prospects but some of that will be recovered in 

subsequent quarters.   The forecasting survey panel predicts a 

bump up in GDP growth in subsequent quarters relative to 

their original forecasts in Q4 (5.0% to 5.2%), Q1 2022 (4.0% to 

4.5%) and Q2 2022 (2.6% to 3.4%).  

We believe the unemployment rate will continue to tick lower 

as more labor participants re-enter the workforce.  Employees 

appear to be in the driver’s seat for the moment and job 

hopping driven by higher competitive wages may impact 

employment data over the near term.  As a consumer-driven 

economy, higher wages and higher consumption may be 

strong enough to maintain solid economic growth prospects 

for some time. 

Valuations in U.S. Equity Market Have Improved 

Valuations in U.S. equity markets have improved since the 

start of the year.  When we discuss valuations, we generally 

refer to a price multiple, such as the price-to-earnings ratio.  If 

the price of a stock (or market index) moves higher than what 

the underlying earnings generate, the stock/index would be 

considered more expensive on a P/E ratio valuation basis.  If 

earnings growth is faster than the price growth of the 

investment, then the investment would be considered less 

expensive.   

Thus far in 2021, even though the S&P 500 Index appreciated 

from a price perspective (+15.9% YTD through Q3)1, the index 

became less expensive from a price-to-earnings ratio as 

earnings growth outpaced price growth year-to-date.  Year-

over-year earnings growth for the S&P 500 companies are 

forecasted to be +27.6% for Q3, +21.5% for Q4 and +42.6% for 

the full 2021 calendar year.4  You can see estimated price-to-

Source:  The Conference Board2 

Daily Trends in Number of COVID-19 Cases in the United States Reported to CDC 

 
Source:  CDC.gov3    Data through October 3, 2021. 
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earnings valuations based on forecasted 12-month earnings in 

the following graph. 

With broad U.S. equity index valuations still high relative to 

history, performance may be muted going forward, but 

valuations can be looked at in relative terms, rather than just 

in absolute term.  If other asset classes (cash, bonds, real 

estate, etc.) are also offering lower future potential returns, 

investors may continue to support equities and the longer-

term future growth potential that they offer, even if they are 

paying a premium for that potential today. 

Investors often forget that markets do not need to crash 

(although they could) due to high valuations.  Earnings growth 

with flat market performance can be a boring but healthy 

outcome for investors.  Looking forward, if corporate earnings 

growth continues, but market performance remains muted 

and/or less than the earnings growth rate, market valuations 

could become less extended than they currently appear.  In 

that environment, lower equity valuations may start to attract 

valuation conscious investors back into the market.   

Inflationary Concerns Persist 

Investors remain concerned with inflationary pressures, driven 

by persistent global central bank liquidity, a continued global 

economic recovery with unsatiated demand, and probably 

most importantly, challenges across global industry supply 

chains.  When there is significant demand for resources, 

products and services, but supply cannot keep up due to lack 

of materials or labor, prices often move higher (i.e. inflation).   

A number of industries are currently experiencing shortages of 

semiconductor chips, which remain in high demand in our 

technology-driven society.  There are also labor shortages, that 

may be caused by skills gaps, COVID-19 lockdowns/fears, and 

supplemental government support.   

We have often referred to demographic trends, technology 

shifts and skills training as key components of a healthy job 

market, and these factors may be the biggest factors driving 

the current struggle for employers seeking workers.  

Unfortunately, these factors can take much longer to adjust.  

In the meantime, employers may need to increase wages to 

attract workers.  This can ultimately increase consumer 

spending, a positive for the aggregate U.S. economy, but can 

also put pressure on business profitability if businesses cannot 

push higher wage costs onto its customers. 

U.S. Federal Reserve to Start Reducing Stimulus 

If investors believe inflationary pressures are no longer 

transitory and persist longer than most think, investors may 

begin to believe that the U.S. Federal Reserve will need to 

reduce monetary support faster and at a greater magnitude 

than originally forecast.   

The Federal Reserve has been purchasing roughly $120 billion 

worth of Treasuries and agency mortgage-backed securities to 

try to keep aggregate interest rates lower and help support the 

broader economy.  As the economy has improved, the Fed has 

indicated that it may begin reducing its Treasury and MBS 

purchases before year end and ending the program sometime 

next year.  We believe this reduction in monetary support has 

been well telegraphed and investors should not be surprised 

when it happens.   

In June of this year, the Fed had started to sell its positions 

across corporate bonds and bond ETFs that it had purchased 

during emergency liquidity support actions in March 2020.  

Market demand for higher yielding corporate bonds has been 

so strong that credit markets did not appear to be phased by 

this first step of liquidity reduction by the Fed.  We believe the 

reduction in Treasury and mortgage purchases will also be 

orderly.  If rates move substantially higher, bond investors 

from around the world may be enticed by the higher yields and 

buy U.S. bonds.  This scenario could effectively cap interest 

rates without them becoming too high, in our opinion. 

The Federal Reserve has indicated it will require harder 

evidence that the U.S. economy is sustainably strong enough 

for it to start to increase the short-term fed funds rate.  

According to the CME FedWatch Tool7 (measures the 

probabilities of future fed fund rates), the market is pricing in 

an approximately 50% probability that the Fed will raise 

interest rates by at least 0.25% at the Fed’s September 

meeting next year.  This indicates that market participants 

believe we may have about a year before the Fed starts raising 

short term interest rates.   

Source:  FactSet4 
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If our base case of higher, but moderate aggregate levels of 

interest rates holds true, we believe the impact of higher rates 

will not be enough to derail the ongoing recovery of the global 

economy.   

Higher Energy Prices Could Become an Issue 

In our last quarterly commentary, we identified higher oil 

prices as a potential risk to the global economy.  WTI Crude Oil 

is now trading higher than it was at any point in Q2, now 

trading at $79/bbl as of October 5, 2021.8 

As mentioned earlier in this commentary, natural gas prices 

have soared, up 113% through September 30, 2021.1  Gas and 

coal prices have recently hit highs in Europe and China is 

dealing with their own power crisis.   

From a fundamental standpoint, we believe energy demand 

could continue to increase as the global economy slowly 

reaccelerates and we get past the recent COVID-19 Delta 

variant spread.  If the broader COVID-19 spread shifts to a 

persistently lower level, we may experience a global recovery 

2.0 in the coming months/quarters.  If global travel accelerates 

and OPEC+ and other nations do not adequately increase 

energy production to meet demand, energy prices could move 

quickly higher. 

From a technical trading perspective, positive trends and 

strong price momentum often pushes investments higher than 

they would normally be from a fundamental perspective.  If 

short-term traders utilize the price momentum to push energy 

prices quickly even higher, energy prices could get to levels 

higher than most would believe could be sustainable.  We may 

already be seeing this in the natural gas and coal markets, but 

for now, WTI Crude Oil remains below price levels seen in the 

historic highs of 2008. 

 

If energy demand continues and broader energy infrastructure 

is not dependable enough to support it, higher energy prices 

may be here to stay and could negatively impact the global 

economy and financial markets. 

Increased Political Uncertainty Over Very Near Term 

Political uncertainty is a persistent factor to consider, but 

oftentimes a lot of it is noise.  Over the very near term though, 

there may be important political decisions that could impact 

the financial markets.   

Politicians are currently negotiating a hard asset infrastructure 

bill, a social infrastructure bill, higher taxes and most 

immediately, a debt ceiling increase.  Per U.S. Treasury 

Secretary Janet Yellen, U.S. Congress needs to raise or suspend 

the federal debt borrowing limit by October 18, 2021 or face 

the consequences of a potential default.  From an 

infrastructure bill(s) perspective, it appears the Biden 

administration is pushing for bills to be passed by the end of 

October, another potential market moving event.  As we move 

to December, government funding will need to be addressed 

as a funding extension is set to expire on December 3rd.   

Political uncertainty may also impact the U.S. Federal Reserve.  

Current Chairman Jerome Powell’s term is up in February, and 

President Joe Biden has yet to renominate Powell for the 

position.  Investors do not like uncertainty, and this political 

issue may be another source of market volatility that will need 

to be resolved.   

Are Investors Already Cautiously Positioned? 

Given the known fears previously addressed, the question is 

whether investors are already defensively positioned and 

pricing these risks in.  Although the broader U.S. large cap 

indices have only moderately fluctuated this year, we have 

seen material selloffs and/or choppy performance in other 

areas of the market already this year.  Selloffs in aggressive 

high multiple growth stocks and Chinese-related stocks, and 

multi-month choppy consolidating performance across 

economically-sensitive and smaller companies’ stocks may 

have gone a bit unnoticed by investors focused on broad U.S. 

index performance.   

We believe investor sentiment has weakened and investors 

may have already become somewhat defensively positioned 

given the widely-known risks we have laid out in this 

commentary.  According to the CNN Fear & Greed Index (a 

metric used to gauge investor sentiment) as of October 6, 

2021, the index scored a 25, indicating a level of “Extreme 

Fear”.9 

 

WTI Crude Oil Prices ($/bbl) 

 
Source:  TradingView.com 
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Although this is only one indicator, at a minimum, investors do 

not appear extremely bullish.  We may be able to extrapolate 

this and assume that some defensive positioning has already 

taken place.  This level of caution might set up for a stronger 

Q4 than anticipated.   

Seasonality has often played a role in financial markets.  

September/October have often been a period of heighted 

volatility for risk assets, while year-end through the start of the 

new year has been a more positive period for risk assets.  If we 

get through October with limited downside in risk assets and 

past some of the near-term risks, defensively-positioned 

investors may need to reallocate back to equity markets as the 

seasonality shifts more positively through year end.   

Unless a shock from political chaos, very high energy prices, or 

a sharp jump in interest rates occurs, performance across risk 

assets may be improve over the coming months.  Investors 

should be aware of this potential as Q4 progresses. 

 

Investment Strategy 

 

Remain Diversified, Focused on Higher Quality Risk Assets 

We prefer to remain balanced and diversified across higher 

quality, economically-sensitive and longer-term secular 

growth companies.  The consolidation in economically-

sensitive, smaller companies and foreign markets over the last 

several months may provide a solid base to move higher from 

as the global economy continues to recover.  The long-term 

secular growth opportunities across technology-related 

companies and those companies/industries improved by 

innovation should still be supported by investors over the 

longer term.  As interest rates move higher, we prefer to be 

allocated to higher quality companies that have less debt 

obligations and can withstand higher interest payments.   

If we get through some of the very near-term political 

uncertainty and historically weak seasonality in October, 

investors may look through the volatility and ahead to the 

global economic recovery and strong corporate fundamentals 

that are anticipated to persist through next year.  If that is the 

case, investors that had been positioned defensively may start 

to increase risk exposure through year end, pushing risk assets 

higher.   

For these reasons, we do not prefer to be overly defensive, but 

would rather be more diversified with a neutral risk profile at 

this time. 

Remain Overweight Credit and Underweight Duration 

Credit market fundamentals remain solid and credit 

delinquencies are anticipated to remain at close to historically 

low levels.  We believe investors will continue to support credit 

markets in a persistent strong economic and corporate 

environment.  We do not believe there is significant upside in 

credit prices, but the yield advantage over Treasuries remains 

attractive for those that can withstand higher credit market 

volatility.   

We believe interest rates will slowly gravitate higher over time, 

which may put downward price pressures on lower yielding, 

interest rate-sensitive government bonds.  We prefer to 

remain underweight interest rate-sensitive government bonds 

and overweight shorter-dated corporate credit in this 

environment. 

Looking to Next Year and Beyond 

We believe most of the easy performance gains from equities 

and credit has already occurred.  Performance from risk assets 

may be muted and volatility may be persistently higher going 

forward.   

It is in these potentially increasingly uncertain times that 

investors need to set their investment objectives, risk 

tolerances and investment styles to appropriate levels and 

expectations.  When financial markets become volatile and 

experience a significant selloff, which we believe they will at 

some point, it is at that moment when your decision made 

today really matters.  If one changes their strategy based on 

emotional fear after a significant market selloff, that often 

ends up taking away from the hard work of the long-term 

preparation work of today.  

Our Freedom Wealth Alliance financial advisors are 

experienced in understanding your financial objectives and can 

help you dial in your risk tolerances and investment 

preferences.  Please feel free to give us a call to discuss how 

we can help you achieve your goals. 

  

 

Source:  CNN Fear and Greed Index9 
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FWA INVESTMENT COMMITTEE VIEWPOINTS 

Asset Class  Viewpoints 

Risk Assets 

 

Volatility across risk assets has increased and we anticipate it to continue as economic and corporate 
earnings growth slows from accelerated levels.  The continued reduction in global central bank 
monetary support may put a pause on investor support of risk assets over the shorter term.  Prefer to 
remain up in quality, with a balance of growth and economically-sensitive companies, taking 
opportunities to rebalance in a volatile market. 

   U.S. Equities 
 

U.S. equities may face increased volatility as the Fed begins tapering its asset purchases over the 
coming months and quarters.  Investors may need to see how the economy can handle less liquidity in 
the market.  The U.S. economy and corporate profitability is anticipated to remain solid, which may 
keep any drawdown in U.S. equity prices from exceeding an average market selloff.   

   Foreign Developed Equities 
 Foreign developed equity markets may not be able to fully escape the impact of a U.S. Federal Reserve 

reducing monetary support and volatility could increase.  A stronger U.S. dollar in that environment 
could also put pressure on foreign investments.  Valuations remain relatively attractive and foreign 
markets could find support as the global economic recovery continues into 2022. 

   Emerging Market Equities 
 The Chinese government crackdown on its industries and large public companies, slower economic 

growth and property sector fears negatively impacted Chinese equities and the broader emerging 
markets in general.  Potential longer-term opportunities have emerged for patient longer-term 
investors as growth prospects and valuations remain attractive, in our opinion. 

   High Yield Bonds 
 Although equity markets have experienced heightened volatility, credit markets have remained 

relatively stable.  We believe this could continue to be the case as economic and corporate 
fundamentals remain strong and investors continue to seek higher yielding assets. 

   Emerging Markets Debt 
 Emerging markets debt performance can be subject to U.S. Federal Reserve activity.  Investors may 

become increasingly cautious as the Fed reduces its asset purchases, U.S. rates move higher, and the 
dollar potentially appreciates.  Higher yields may continue to attract investors willing to withstand 
higher levels of volatility in this space. 

   Commodities 
 

WTI Crude Oil breached the $75/bbl level we had targeted, and momentum could keep pushing prices 
higher.  Higher oil prices could be a headwind to the economy and should be monitored.  Gold prices 
have not held up as an inflation or risk asset hedge as the dollar strengthened and interest rates moved 
higher.  Gold investors may need rates to stabilize or the dollar to decline for gold to rally. 

Conservative Assets 
 Interest rates remain historically low across government and corporate bonds.  As the Fed and central 

banks around the world reduce monetary support, interest rates could move higher, pushing interest 
rate-sensitive bonds lower. 

   U.S. Government Bonds  
U.S. government bonds offer low total returns and are not ideal in an inflationary environment.  We 
remain very cautious on longer duration Treasuries and prefer shorter-dated corporate credit at this 
time. 

   U.S. Corporate Bonds 
 

Absolute yields are low and credit spreads remain tight, but corporate fundamentals are solid.  Prefer 
to be underweight interest rate-sensitive bonds in anticipation of interest rates moving higher. 

Other 
 Portfolio hedges on risk assets and interest rates may be prudent for cautious investors as global 

central bank liquidity is slowly removed from the economy.  Should equity and bond markets decline 
markedly from current levels, opportunities to add risk at that time may be beneficial for longer-term 
investors. 

 

FWA INVESTMENT COMMITTEE 
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Bear Bull 
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AGGRESSIVE GROWTH PORTFOLIOS 

The FWA Aggressive Growth portfolios primarily provide equity exposure to companies with above average growth prospects.  The 
portfolios provide exposure to a mix of stable growth, secular growth and speculative, disruptive growth companies.  The portfolios 
are structured with less focus on valuation as being a driver of equity positioning.  The Aggressive Growth portfolios may 
underperform in weaker market environments or when investors become concerned with high valuations of growth companies. 
 

The Aggressive Growth portfolios’ structural overweight to growth companies was a headwind in Q3 as a number of growth areas 
underperformed broader markets.  Large cap, higher quality growth companies generally outperformed and acted as a bit of a safety 
trade and our passive exposure to the NASDAQ index helped the portfolios.  Although mid cap growth stocks generally lagged, our 
position in a mid cap growth manager was additive in the quarter.  Our positions in small cap growth and global growth managers 
detracted from the portfolios as these areas broadly underperformed core markets in Q3.  Across our Moderately Aggressive and 
Moderate portfolios, the exposure to credit-sensitive bond managers was additive as their aggregate positioning was rewarded in 
the quarter.  We believe some speculative areas of the growth equity space remain elevated from a valuation perspective and could 
struggle in the shorter term, but in our opinion, exposure to disruptive growth companies may be beneficial for longer-term 
investors. 
 
 
Risk Assets 

• The portfolios remain allocated across a diversified set of aggressive growth managers.  Underlying equity exposures include 

companies categorized as stable growth, growth at reasonable prices, turnaround growth and speculative growth. 

• We remain positioned across large, mid and small caps with some exposure to growth companies in foreign markets. 

 
Conservative Assets 

• The Moderately Aggressive and Moderate portfolios remain allocated to moderately aggressive, credit-sensitive bond managers 

to maintain an aggressive growth profile across the portfolios. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FREEDOM WEALTH ALLIANCE MANAGED PORTFOLIOS 
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ETF CORE PORTFOLIOS 

The FWA ETF Core portfolios provide exposure to broad equity and fixed income markets through lower-cost, ETF investments.  The 
portfolios have dedicated exposure to U.S. and international equities, high yield bonds and core, higher quality U.S. bonds.  Portfolios 
are not tactically managed and are fully invested to the target allocation. 
 

The ETF Core portfolios’ exposure to U.S. large cap stocks was the strongest contributor to the portfolios in Q3.  The structural 
diversified nature of the ETF Core portfolios was a headwind in the quarter.  Exposure to mid and small caps in the U.S. was a 
detractor as these areas were generally negative in the quarter.  Exposure to international developed and particularly emerging 
markets was a material headwind in Q3.  China’s crackdown on a number of the country’s large industries and companies negatively 
impacted Chinese equities and broader emerging markets in general.  The portfolios’ exposure to high yield bonds was a positive 
and helped provide income and with less volatility than pure equities throughout the quarter.  Across the fixed income allocation, 
the portfolios’ structural overweight to credit and underweight duration and government bonds was somewhat neutral throughout 
the quarter but added material value in September when interest rates moved quickly higher and U.S. interest rate-sensitive 
government bonds declined. 
 

Risk Assets 

• We remain passively allocated to the broad U.S. equity market, across large, mid and small caps.  We also maintain a position in 

a strategy that focuses on higher quality companies in the S&P 500 Index, scored by quantitative factors. 

• Our structured positioning across international developed and emerging markets remains.  Although emerging markets have 

struggled a bit lately, we believe diversified exposure across geographies can be appropriate for long-term investors. 

• We remain structurally allocated to high yield bonds to help diversify and increase income generation across the portfolios. 

 

Conservative Assets 

• The ETF Core portfolios remain allocated across credit-sensitive short-term corporate bonds and to passively-managed core, 

intermediate-term bond strategies.  The ETF Core Muni portfolios remain allocated across passively-managed multi-sector short-

term and core muni bond strategies. 

• The portfolios remain structurally underweight duration relative to core, intermediate-term bond benchmarks. 
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FLEXTREND PORTFOLIOS 

The FWA FlexTrend portfolios are structured to attempt to participate in the upside of persistent positive trending U.S. equity and 
credit markets and to protect value in persistent negative trending markets.  The portfolios can significantly reduce risk and raise 
cash and/or conservative fixed income exposure in large market drawdowns.  The portfolios may underperform in trendless or 
choppy market environments.   
 

The FlexTrend portfolios’ exposure to large cap U.S. equities was a positive contributor in Q3 as U.S. large caps outperformed.  
Modest exposure to mid and small cap equities was a detractor in the quarter as these areas were generally negative in Q3.  The 
FlexTrend trading signal remained bullish throughout the quarter, and our long U.S. equity position was rewarded accordingly.  Our 
hedged equity, tactical equity and valuation-sensitive equity managers lagged the broader U.S. large cap equity market for the 
quarter but showed their value in September as broader equity markets quickly declined and the managers outperformed on a 
relative basis.  Across the fixed income allocation, performance was mixed.  In aggregate, two of our fundamentally-oriented active 
manager positions added value, and two of our three tactical credit-oriented manager allocations added value in the quarter.  One 
of our tactical, trend-following credit managers materially underperformed core bond benchmarks in Q3 as bond market volatility 
whipsawed the strategy resulting in negative performance for the manger. 
 
 
Risk Assets 

• The FlexTrend portfolios remain diversified across a mix of defensively-managed strategies, including tactical trading, option-
oriented and valuation-sensitive managers.  We do not believe all defensive-oriented strategies work well in all market 
environments, thus prefer a diversified approach for the FlexTrend portfolios. 

• The FlexTrend trading signal remained bullish to end Q3 and we maintain our full U.S. equity long position at this time.   
 
 

Conservative Assets 

• The portfolios remain allocated across tactical credit-oriented managers and fundamental, multi-sector bond managers.  We 
believe this mix can provide both upside potential with income generation and downside protection in significant bond market 
selloffs. 
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GLOBAL CORE PORTFOLIOS 

The FWA Global Core portfolios provide long-term exposure to core U.S. and international equity and bond markets.  The portfolios 
are structured to participate in the upside of bullish global equity and credit markets.   The portfolios’ risk exposure is not tactically 
managed by Freedom Wealth Alliance and can result in poor performance in weak global market environments.   
 

The Global Core portfolios’ allocation to U.S. large caps was additive in the quarter as U.S large caps outperformed global equity 
markets.  The portfolios’ dedicated exposure to U.S. small caps was a headwind as small caps generally underperformed.  Our 
positions across active global equity in aggregate was a detractor as most managers lagged broader global equity markets.  This was 
somewhat due to the managers’ underweight to the larger U.S. technology-related companies that outperformed and are large 
constituents of global equity benchmarks.  The portfolios dedicated exposure to emerging markets was a material detractor in Q3 
as China’s government influence on a number of their industries and large public companies weakened sentiment on Chinese stocks 
and across the broader emerging markets.  In our Ultra-Aggressive portfolios, added exposure to global growth stocks and emerging 
markets were additional detractors, while exposure to international small caps was a relatively positive contributor to the portfolios.  
Across the fixed income allocation, the portfolios exposure to U.S. core, core plus and tactical bond managers was additive as credit 
was generally rewarded in the quarter.  As government bond interest rates moved quickly higher in September, the portfolios’ 
underweight to duration added value as our bond manager positions outperformed broader core bond markets. 
 
Risk Assets 

• The Global Core portfolios remain allocated across U.S., international developed and emerging markets.  Although international 

developed and emerging markets have generally underperformed U.S. markets, we believe the Global Core portfolios may be 

suitable options for investors seeking broader global diversification. 

• We prefer a mix of enhanced-index and actively managed strategies, with exposure across growth and value managers, and 

across market cap. 

 
Conservative Assets 

• We remain allocated to actively-managed, multi-sector bond managers.  The portfolios remain overweight credit risk, 
underweight government bonds and underweight duration, positioning that may be beneficial in a still improving global 
economy.  

• Our bond allocation is primarily U.S.-focused as we prefer not to have significant exposure to foreign currency volatility. 
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GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES PORTFOLIOS 

The FWA Global Opportunities portfolios are diversified, multi-asset portfolios.  Tactical adjustments are driven by forward-looking, 
value-oriented, fundamental analysis.  The investment style tends to be contrarian in nature, becoming more defensive in what we 
believe to be overvalued markets, and more aggressive in undervalued fear-driven markets.  Portfolios will generally remain fully 
invested, with minimal cash balances.  May underperform in overvalued, momentum-driven markets.   
 

The Global Opportunities portfolios’ diversified exposure across market cap and geographies was a headwind in Q3.  Dedicated 
exposure to U.S. large caps was the only positive absolute contributor to the portfolios in the quarter, while other equity and multi-
asset income managers were negative in Q3.  Exposure to international small cap and hedged equity managers was a positive 
contributor in the quarter as these managers outperformed core global equity markets on a relative basis.  The portfolios’ exposure 
to emerging market equities was a material detractor in the quarter as Chinese government interference in a number of their 
country’s industries and large companies negatively impacted Chinese stocks and broader emerging markets in general.  We believe 
emerging markets remain attractive from a growth and valuation perspective and the active managers we allocate to have the 
experience to successfully navigate the space, in our opinion.  Across the fixed income allocation, the active bond managers we 
allocate to were generally in line with core bond benchmarks for the quarter as a whole.  In September, as interest rates moved 
quickly higher and government bonds declined, the portfolios’ underweight to government and interest rate-sensitive bonds and 
overweight credit materially added value.  Although international markets, and emerging markets in particular, have struggled as of 
late, we believe the continued reopening of the global economy could be beneficial for these areas going forward. 
 
 
Risk Assets 

• The Global Opportunities portfolios remain allocated across enhanced-index, global growth/core/value equity, international 

small caps, emerging markets, multi-asset income and hedged equity managers. 

• The portfolios are positioned with a relatively neutral risk profile, with the potential to increase risk exposure if the markets 

provide the opportunities to do so. 

• Valuations in the U.S. remain elevated and foreign markets appear relatively more attractive, particularly in emerging markets.  

For this reason, we believe we remain well-positioned across emerging markets at this time. 

• We continue to maintain our position in a multi-asset income manager to provide a source of higher income potential for the 

portfolios.   

• The portfolios remain allocated to a hedged equity manager that can act as a source of capital if global markets experience a 

significant selloff. 

 

Conservative Assets 

• We maintain our underweights to government bonds and duration, while keeping our overweight to credit sensitive managers.   

• We believe the global economy will continue to improve and investors may prefer credit in that market environment.  If 

government bond yields continue to move higher, the portfolios’ underweight interest rate-sensitivity may help reduce the 

downward price pressures that traditional core bond markets may experience. 
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INCOME PORTFOLIOS 

The FWA Income portfolios primarily invest in high income-generating assets.  This can include investment grade bonds, high yield 
bonds, dividend-paying stocks, emerging markets debt and real estate securities.   
 

The Income portfolios’ exposure to higher income-generating risk assets negatively contributed to the portfolio in Q3 as income-
oriented strategies generally lagged broader U.S. equity markets.  The portfolios’ structural underweight to no income generating, 
larger cap growth companies was the primary detractor as high quality U.S. large cap growth stocks outperformed, and their large 
makeup of broader U.S. equity market indices kept the indices relatively stable for most of the quarter.  The strongest contributors 
to the portfolios in Q3 included U.S. dividend growth and high income, option-oriented managers.  The biggest detractors to the 
portfolios in the quarter included exposure to global dividend and multi-asset income managers.  Across the fixed income allocation, 
a structural overweight to higher income-generating credit added value for the quarter, particularly in September when interest 
rates moved quickly higher, and interest rate-sensitive government bonds declined. 
 
As risk assets continued to rally in Q2, we wanted to take advantage of the opportunity and attempt to reduce risk and increase 
income potential across the portfolios.  On September 8, 2021, we added a new option-oriented equity income strategy to the 
portfolios, sourced by reducing exposures to an existing option-oriented equity income manager and a global equity dividend-
oriented manager.  In addition, we reduced our exposure to closed end funds and reallocated proceeds to an existing multi-asset 
income manager.  No adjustments were made to the Income – Ultra-Conservative portfolio as it does not have dedicated exposure 
to risk assets. 
 
Risk Assets 

• The portfolios remain allocated across a mix of income-oriented strategies, including global dividend-paying stocks, option 
income-oriented strategies, global real estate, closed end funds and multi-asset income strategies.   

 
 
Conservative Assets 

• We remain structurally overweight short-term core plus, intermediate-term core plus and tactical credit-sensitive bond managers 
to attempt to generate higher income across the portfolios. 

• The portfolios’ structural underweight to government bonds and duration may be beneficial in a rising interest rate environment. 
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TOTAL RETURN PORTFOLIOS 

The FWA Total Return portfolios provide long-term diversified exposure across U.S. and international equity, bond and income-
generating assets.  The portfolios are structured to participate in the upside of bullish equity and credit markets and provide 
moderate income generation.  The portfolios’ risk exposure is not tactically managed by Freedom Wealth Alliance and can result in 
poor performance in weak market environments.   
 

The Total Return portfolios’ diversification was a headwind to the portfolios as U.S. large cap equities was one of the few areas of 
positive performance in the quarter.  The portfolios’ passive and enhanced-index exposure to U.S. large caps and our position in a 
mid cap growth manager were positive contributors in Q3.  The portfolios’ exposure to large cap value and U.S. small caps detracted 
from the portfolios.  Our positions in active global equity managers detracted as international stocks were under pressure in the 
quarter.  Dedicated exposure to international small caps, while detracting from the portfolios, added value relative to international 
developed markets.  The portfolios’ exposure to emerging market equities was a material detractor as emerging markets struggled 
on the back of Chinese government crackdowns across a number of the country’s industries and larger publicly-traded companies.  
The portfolios’ exposure to multi-asset income strategies also detracted in Q3 as income-oriented strategies generally lagged.  
Across the fixed income allocation, an overweight to credit-sensitive managers and an underweight to interest rate-sensitive bonds 
added value, particularly in September as interest rates moved quickly higher.  
 
 
Risk Assets 

• The Total Return portfolios are structured to provide exposure across U.S., international developed and emerging market 

equities. 

• We prefer to remain allocated across investment styles to attempt to provide broad diversification across the portfolios.  We 

remain allocated across growth/core/value managers, large, mid and small cap managers, and multi-asset income managers. 

• We believe broad diversification of the Total Return portfolios may provide a solid long-term experience for investors without 

material overweights in any one area of the global markets. 

 

 

Conservative Assets 

• We prefer to remain diversified across our bond managers, with a focus on actively-managed strategies.  We believe the 
managers we allocate to have the depth, breadth, experience and resources to successfully manage their bond strategies over 
the long-term. 
The portfolios remain overweight credit and underweight interest rate-sensitive bonds, which may be beneficial in an improving 

global economy and rising interest rate environment. 
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U.S. CORE PORTFOLIOS 

The FWA U.S. Core portfolios provide long-term exposure to core U.S. equity and bond markets.  The portfolios may have some 
exposure to non-core markets, including foreign assets and lower quality fixed income.  The portfolios are structured to participate 
in the upside of bullish U.S. equity and credit markets.   The portfolios’ risk exposure is not tactically managed by Freedom Wealth 
Alliance and can result in poor performance in weak U.S. market environments.   
 

The U.S. Core portfolios’ exposure to U.S. large cap equities was a positive in Q3 as U.S. core large cap equities moved slightly higher.  
The portfolios exposure to a U.S. large cap quality factor-based manager also added value as U.S. quality large caps performed well.  
Exposure to U.S. small caps dragged on the portfolios as small caps were generally negative in Q3.  Our exposure across global equity 
managers was a detractor in aggregate for the quarter as international equities underperformed U.S. equities.  In our Ultra-
Aggressive portfolio, added exposure to higher multiple growth stocks and small caps dragged on the portfolio as these areas 
underperformed core U.S. large cap benchmarks.  Across our fixed income allocation, our overweight to credit and underweight 
interest rate-sensitive government bonds added value.  This was particularly the case in September as interest rates moved quickly 
higher, pushing interest rate-sensitive government bonds lower. 
 
Risk Assets 

• The U.S. Core portfolios remain allocated across a mix of passive, enhanced-index and actively managed equity strategies. 

• The portfolios remain positioned across growth/core/value managers with exposures across large, mid and small cap equities. 

• We maintain our positions in global equity managers that have the flexibility to allocate to international equity markets. 

 

Conservative Assets 

• We remain positioned across core, core plus and tactical bond managers.  In aggregate, the U.S. core portfolios remain 
overweight credit risk and underweight government bonds and interest rate-sensitive bonds. 
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DEFINITIONS 

S&P 500® Index:  The S&P 500® Index is a market cap-weighted stock market index of 500 companies across a number of industries.  

The index is often used as a broad representation of the common stocks of the largest publicly-traded companies in the United States. 

S&P 500® Growth Index:  The S&P 500® Growth Index is a subset of the S&P 500® Index, consisting of companies that exhibit above 

average growth based on sales, earnings and momentum. 

S&P 500® Value Index:  The S&P 500® Growth Index is a subset of the S&P 500® Index, consisting of companies that exhibit value, 

based on book value, earnings and sales to price. 

Dow Jones Industrial Average Index:  The Dow Jones Industrial Average Index is a price-weighted stock market index that tracks 30 

large, publicly traded companies in the United States. 

NASDAQ-100 Index:  The NASDAQ-100 Index is a stock index that includes the largest 100, non-financial stocks traded on the Nasdaq 

exchange. 

MSCI EAFE Index:  The MSCI EAFE (Europe, Australasia and Far East) Index is a stock market index constructed to measure the 

performance of large cap and mid cap stocks across developed countries around the world, excluding the U.S. and Canada. 

MSCI Emerging Markets Index:  The MSCI Emerging Markets Index is a stock market index constructed to measure the performance 

of large and mid cap stocks across emerging countries around the world. 

Emerging Markets:  Emerging markets, also known as developing markets or developing countries, refers to countries, nations, and/or 

regions that are transitioning to more advanced economies.  Relative to developed economies, emerging markets often have higher 

economic growth rates, lower per-capita incomes, higher sociopolitical instability, and less sophisticated financial markets.  

Investments in emerging markets can often be more volatile than in developed markets due to the potential for greater uncertainty 

in these markets. 

Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index:  The Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index is an unmanaged index that 

measures investment grade, U.S. dollar-denominated, fixed rate taxable bonds. 

Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Corporate Bond Index:  The Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Corporate Bond Index is an unmanaged index that 

measures investment grade, U.S. dollar-denominated, fixed rate taxable corporate bonds. 

High Yield Bonds:  High yield bonds refer to securities that are rated below investment grade by one of the established credit agencies 

(Standard & Poor’s, Fitch, Moody’s).  These securities are often perceived as having greater risk of default. 

ICE BofAML High Yield Master II Option-Adjusted Spread:  The ICE BofAML High Yield Master II Option-Adjusted Spread (OAS) is the 

calculated spreads between the computed OAS of the constituents of the ICE BofAML High Yield Master II Index weighted by market 
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capitalization and a spot Treasury curve.  The ICE BofAML High Yield Master II OAS uses an index of bonds that are below investment 

grade (those rated BB or below).   

Bloomberg Commodity Index:  The Bloomberg Commodity Index is an index that is designed to provide diversified exposure to physical 

commodities via futures contracts. 

Bloomberg Sub Gold Index:  The Bloomberg Sub Gold Index is a commodity group sub index that is composed of futures contracts on 

gold.  It reflects the return of the gold futures price movements only and is quoted in U.S. dollars. 

Mutual Funds:  Mutual funds are generally constructed as a pooled investment vehicle, managed by an investment firm.  Mutual funds 

can be invested across stocks, bonds and other types of investments.  Mutual funds are priced at net asset value (NAV) at the end of 

each trading day.   

Exchange Traded Funds:  Exchange traded funds (ETFs) are generally constructed to attempt to track the performance of an underlying 

index.  ETFs can be invested across stocks, bonds and other types of investments.  ETFs can trade intra-day, similarly to common stocks. 

Closed End Funds:  Closed end funds (CEFs) are generally constructed as a pooled investment fund, actively managed by an investment 

management firm.  Closed end funds can be invested across stocks, bonds and other types of investments.  Closed end funds trade at 

a market price, which may be at a premium or discount to the net asset value of the underlying fund assets.  Closed end funds may 

utilize leverage, which can potentially increase returns and volatility relative to non-leveraged funds.  Closed end funds can trade intra-

day, similarly to common stocks. 

Risk Assets:  Risk assets generally refer to assets that carry a perceived high degree of risk and price volatility.  Risk assets can include 

stocks, lower quality bonds, highly interest rate-sensitive bonds, commodities, currencies and certain alternative strategies. 

Conservative Assets:  Conservative assets generally refer to assets that carry a perceived low degree of risk and price volatility.  

Conservative assets can include cash securities and higher quality, less interest rate-sensitive bonds. 

Tactical Investing:  Tactical or active investing is an investment strategy where investment decisions are driven by opinions based on 

gathered information.  There are a number of different tactical investment styles, including, but not limited to, valuation-sensitive and 

momentum-driven styles.  Tactical investing styles may also differ based on investment time horizons from days, weeks, months or 

years. 

Passive Investing:  Passive investing is an investment strategy that generally refers to buy and hold investing.  This investment style 

does not attempt to make changes to portfolio allocations or investments based on opinions and information gathering.  

Alternative Strategies:  Alternative strategies refer to investments or investment styles that often incorporate non-traditional tactical 

investing methods, including, but not limited to, technical analysis, shorting, arbitrage, utilizing leverage and short-term tactical 

trading.  Alternative strategies may also be referred to by their investment style categories, including, but not limited to, long/short 

equity, hedged equity, managed futures, unconstrained, and global macro.  Alternative strategies may perform very differently from 

traditional asset classes, thus investors must be aware of the potential for widely differentiated performance relative to traditional 

stock and bond markets over shorter periods of time. 

Fundamental Analysis:  Fundamental analysis refers to making investment decisions based on gathered information, including, but 

not limited to, economic, sector, industry, company and security research to attempt to forecast future investment performance. 

Technical Analysis:  Technical analysis generally refers to analyzing an investment’s price performance over a specified time period to 

attempt to predict future potential performance of that investment.  Technical analysis is often utilized in momentum-driven 

investment styles and may not incorporate fundamental analysis when making investment decisions. 

Drawdown:  A market drawdown refers to the investment performance from peak-to-trough over a specified time period. 

Price-to-Earnings Ratio:  The price-to-earnings ratio (P/E ratio) is the ratio of a company’s stock price to the company’s earnings per 

share.  The P/E ratio is often utilized as a metric in valuing a company. 

Price-to-Book Ratio:  The price-to-book ratio (P/B ratio) is the ratio of a company’s stock price to the company’s book value.  A 

company’s book value refers to the company’s total assets minus its intangible assets and liabilities.  A company’s book value is listed 
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on its balance sheet and is the total value of the company that shareholders would theoretically receive if the company was liquidated, 

and liabilities were paid.  The P/B ratio is often utilized as a metric in valuing a company. 

Duration:  Duration is a measure of the sensitivity of a bond’s price to a change in interest rates.  Generally, the higher the duration 

of a bond or portfolio, the higher the sensitivity of that bond or portfolio to changes in interest rates.   

Credit Risk:  Credit risk refers to the risk of default on debt, where the borrower fails to pay, and the lender may lose a portion, or all 

of the principal lent to the borrower.  Generally, the higher the credit risk, the higher the yield and volatility of the security relative to 

other securities that are believed to have lower credit risk. 

Currency Risk:  Currency risk is a form of risk that arises from the change in price of one currency against another. Whenever investors 
or companies have assets or business operations across national borders, they face currency risk if their positions are not hedged.  
Exposure to foreign currencies can come from direct investing in foreign currencies or from investing in foreign assets (stocks, bonds, 
real estate, etc.).   
 

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES 

The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide or be construed as providing 
specific investment advice or recommendations for any individual security. 
 
Any economic forecasts set forth in the presentation may not develop as predicted and there can be no guarantee that strategies 
promoted will be successful. 
 
The term “portfolios” used in this piece is in reference to the Freedom Wealth Alliance model portfolios.  Any reference to performance 
is based on estimated, unaudited, gross of fee performance of the model portfolios.  Model portfolio performance is calculated 
through Morningstar Direct based on model portfolio holdings.  Client accounts assigned a Freedom Wealth Alliance model portfolio 
may have positioning and performance that differs from the firm’s model portfolios at any given time. 
 
There is no assurance that the techniques and strategies discussed are suitable for all investors or will yield positive outcomes.  The 
purchase of certain securities may be required to affect some of the strategies.  Investing in stock includes numerous specific risks 
including: the fluctuation of dividend, loss of principal and potential illiquidity of the investment in a falling market. 
 
Bonds are subject to market and interest rate risk if sold prior to maturity.  Bond and bond mutual fund values and yields will decline 
as interest rates rise and bonds are subject to availability and change in price.  Government bonds and Treasury bills are guaranteed 
by the U.S. government as to the timely payment of principal and interest and, if held to maturity, offer a fixed rate of return and fixed 
principal value.  However, the value of fund shares is not guaranteed and will fluctuate. 
 
Investing in stock includes numerous specific risks including: the fluctuation of dividend, loss of principal, and potential illiquidity of 
the investment in a falling market. 
 
Asset management does not ensure a profit or protect against loss.  There is no guarantee that a diversified portfolio will enhance 
overall returns or outperform a non-diversified portfolio. Diversification does not protect against market risk. 
 
Alternative investments may not be suitable for all investors and should be considered as an investment for the risk capital portion of 
the investor’s portfolio.  The strategies employed in the management of alternative investments may accelerate the velocity of 
potential losses. 
 
International investing involves special risks such as currency fluctuation and political instability and may not be suitable for all 
investors. These risks are often heightened for investments in emerging markets. 
 
Securities offered through LPL Financial. Member FINRA/SIPC. Investment advice offered through Freedom Wealth Alliance, a 
registered investment advisor and separate entity from LPL Financial. 
 

This research material has been prepared by Freedom Wealth Alliance. 


